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It is often said: "Everyone has a "double" out there, somewhere." What would happen if a persons "double"
actually interfaced with the "Other Doubles Peer Group" and do it so perfectly, no one could tell the
difference? Nick Bogart is about to find out. On a chilly afternoon in 1962, Nick Bogart found little
amusement in his favorite Saloon across the state line of Iowa/South Dakota in North Sioux City. Bogie
wandered across the street to see if the entertainment quotient was any better over there. Somewhere in the
distance of 150 feet, "Bogey" stepped into the world of "Gary Luther". It may just as well have been a
pathway to a corner of Hell. It did not seem that way at first. When Gary Luther's drop-dead gorgeous
girlfriend climbed on to Bogey's lap in a burst of passionate familiarity, Bogey decided it might be OK to
stay as "Gary" for "just a little while". Bogie stayed "Gary" too long. There was "baggage" with this
relationship. This woman was woefully underage, and had a lunatic estranged husband chasing around
looking for her. Gary also had enemies, and a mysterious existence. No one knew where he came from, or
what he did for a living. All anyone knew about him was that he had lots of "Charm." It is also a time of
discovery of the differing depths and heights of romantic realities for Bogey, as well as the existance of
worlds he is not familiar. Things are happening he cannot explain, and people around Gary were
disappearing, and dying out there. Bogey finds himself captured in an ever-tightening spiral of confusion,
danger, passion, violence, mystery, the supernatural, and heartbreak; trying to understand what is going on,
and trying to get back some semblance of normalicy in his life.
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From reader reviews:

Scott Anderson:

Often the book Mirror Image will bring one to the new experience of reading a new book. The author style to
clarify the idea is very unique. If you try to find new book you just read, this book very ideal to you. The
book Mirror Image is much recommended to you to see. You can also get the e-book from official web site,
so you can more readily to read the book.

Jeremy Bryant:

Reading can called head hangout, why? Because when you are reading a book specifically book entitled
Mirror Image the mind will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each aspect that maybe
mysterious for but surely will become your mind friends. Imaging each and every word written in a book
then become one form conclusion and explanation that maybe you never get previous to. The Mirror Image
giving you an additional experience more than blown away your brain but also giving you useful information
for your better life in this era. So now let us explain to you the relaxing pattern at this point is your body and
mind will likely be pleased when you are finished looking at it, like winning a game. Do you want to try this
extraordinary investing spare time activity?

Frank Botelho:

The book untitled Mirror Image contain a lot of information on this. The writer explains her idea with easy
method. The language is very straightforward all the people, so do not necessarily worry, you can easy to
read this. The book was authored by famous author. The author will take you in the new era of literary
works. It is possible to read this book because you can continue reading your smart phone, or gadget, so you
can read the book inside anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the e-book, you can
available their official web-site as well as order it. Have a nice examine.

Mario Davis:

What is your hobby? Have you heard which question when you got pupils? We believe that that question
was given by teacher on their students. Many kinds of hobby, Everybody has different hobby. And you know
that little person including reading or as studying become their hobby. You have to know that reading is very
important and book as to be the factor. Book is important thing to increase you knowledge, except your
teacher or lecturer. You see good news or update regarding something by book. Many kinds of books that
can you choose to adopt be your object. One of them is Mirror Image.
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